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BOT was aware, supports Poshard
Joe Crawford
DAILY EGYPTIAN

The SIU Board of Trustees
knew about accusations SIU
President Glenn Poshard plagiarized his doctoral dissertation
“several months” ago, the board’s
chairman said Thursday.
Board Chairman Roger Tedrick
said in a statement that the board
was aware the assertions could be
released, and the board remained
fully supportive of Poshard.
Tedrick told the Associated Press
Thursday the issue first arose in
a lawsuit involving former SIUEdwardsville professor Chris
Dussold.
“Although we take any allegations of this nature seriously, we
believe this has less to do with
what happened twenty-four years
ago and more to do with the current litigation,” Tedrick said in the
statement.
In Thursday’s edition, the
D E reported it had
obtained a report calling the 1984
dissertation into question from an
anonymous source close to Alumni
and Faculty Against Corruption at
SIU. The report identified numerous sections of Poshard’s dissertation that did not appear to be
properly quoted or cited.
Poshard denied intentionally
using the work of other authors
without proper citation, but he
said he might have inadvertently
made a mistake. Calls to Poshard’s
office Thursday were returned
by University Communications
Director Mike Ruiz.
According to a release sent by
Ruiz, Poshard is set to meet with
faculty and staff leadership to discuss his perspective on the allegations and to seek their advice.
“He will use the input from the
university community to make a
determination as to what, if any,
impact this matter will have on his
leadership role at the university,”
the release stated.
See BOT, Page 5

SIU Board
of Trustees
member
Samuel
Goldman,
right, talks
with Chancellor
Fernando
Treviño at
Thursday’s
Saluki football
game.

Faculty divided over
dissertation revelation
Alejandro Gonzalez
Brandy Oxford
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Twenty-three years ago, SIU
President Glenn Poshard submitted a dissertation as the final
requirement for his doctorate.
Today that document divides
SIUC faculty.
Some believe the president
should resign before embarrassing the university. Others criti-

cized the D E and
the Alumni and Faculty Against
Corruption at SIU, the group
that has been tied to numerous
plagiarism allegations in recent
years, for putting too much
emphasis on the subject.
“I think he should be denied of
his Ph.D,” said Anita Riedinger,
retired associate professor of
English.
See FACULTY, Page 5
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Students react to
plagiarism accusations
Amber Fijolek
DAILY EGYPTIAN

With SIU President Glenn
Poshard knee-deep in plagiarism
accusations, students on campus had
mixed reactions to Poshard’s inaccuracies.
The D E reported
Thursday that verbatim text from
unattributed sources existed within Poshard’s doctoral dissertation.
Poshard said considering the time

since its publication in 1984 and the
circumstances under which he wrote
it, mistakes in the document were
possible.
Many SIUC students know alltoo-well the severity of plagiarism in
regard to their roles as students and
thought it reflected poorly upon the
student body.
Herb Hicks, a freshman from
Elgin studying psychology, said the
See STUDENTS, Page 5

Students protest
police behavior
Danny Wenger
DAILY EGYPTIAN

More than 40 SIUC students
donning black shirts gathered near
Anthony Hall Thursday and marched
to protest police brutality.
Students made signs and spoke
out against an alleged attack during an arrest Aug. 24. Witnesses
said police outside Southern Illinois
Nightclub beat Daryl McNeil, an
SIUC student from Harvey, as they
arrested him. McNeil received four
staples in the back of his head to

close a wound he received during
the arrest.
A majority of the students that
attended the protest, including
McNeil, were black.
Brandon Williams, a senior from
Peoria studying journalism, said he
hoped the protest would help students unite against unruly police
treatment.
“We’re showing that the students
would unite and not put up with this
for any of our students, especially our
black students,” Williams said.
Carbondale Police Chief Bob

Ledbetter said they received a call
Friday night from the manager of
SIN about a customer causing a
disturbance who refused to leave.
Ledbetter said officers identified
McNeil as the customer, who was
advised he was trespassing.
“McNeil pushed officers and tried
to run from the scene,” Ledbetter
said. “He was captured in the parking lot near Pinch Penny Pub where
he actively resisted attempts to arrest
him.”
See PROTEST, Page 5
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Students march in protest through campus Thursday afternoon
carrying a Black Liberation flag and shouting the slogan, “Fight
crime, not our people!” The students were acting out publicly against
police brutality towards black students.
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CALENDAR

NEWS BRIEFS

“Mesa de español”
(Spanish Conversation
Table)
• 4:30-6:30 p.m. today at Longbranch
Coffeehouse
• Free
• For details contact Maria at 453-5419

“Stammtisch”
(German Conversation
Table)

• 5:30-7 p.m. today at the Corner Diner
• Free
• For details contact Anne at 453-5435

Critical Mass Bike Ride

• 5 p.m. today. Meet in front of the Student
Center.
• A large, easy bike ride to promote bicycle
awareness in Carbondale.

Wildlife Society/ Zoo
Club Meeting

• 6:30 p.m. on Sept. 4 in Life Science II,
Room 367.
• E-mail siuczoologyclub@hotmail.com for
more information
• All majors welcome.

King of Carbondale
Chess Tournament

• Sign-up date Sept. 1-5
• Tournament dates: Sept. 7, 14, 21, 28 at
Longbranch Coffeehouse
• $5 charge fee
• Prizes: more than $50 in cash and $150worth gift certificates
• For more information call 529-4488 or
924-5070

Tri-Beta Honor Society
Meeting
• 7 p.m. on Sept. 5 in the Life Science III
Auditorium, Room 1059.
• Introduction meeting. New members
welcome.
• Free pizza at the first meeting

Submit calendar items to the
D AILY E GYPTIAN newsroom,
Communications 1247, at least
two days before event, or call
536-3311, ext. 266.

Blagojevich begins
expanding health care
without legislative OK

C H I C AGO (AP) — Gov.RodBlagojevich
outlined part of his plan Thursday to expand
the state’s health insurance coverage for sick
or injured young adults without approval
from Illinois lawmakers.
All Kids Bridge would cover people ages
19 through 21. Currently, medical insurance
through All Kids ends on an enrollee’s 19th
birthday.
“Because we couldn’t get some legislators to support this, I’m acting unilaterally to expand health care,” Blagojevich
said, flanked by potential enrollees at La
Rabida Children’s Hospital in Chicago. “If the
Legislature won’t do it, I’m going to do it.”
All Kids Bridge will cost the state up to
$20 million a year and cover about 7,000
people, said Michael McRaith, director of
insurance for the Illinois Department of
Financial and Regulation. The state will
look for eligible participants immediately,
with coverage beginning within months,
he said.

Men plead not guilty
to murder charges in
deputy’s death

D E C ATUR (AP) — Two Chicago men
have pleaded not guilty Thursday to murder
charges in the shooting death of a central
Illinois sheriff’s deputy.
William B. Thompson, 26, and Yusef
Kareem Brown, 23, are charged with shooting Douglas County Chief Deputy Tommy
Martin during a string of crimes on June 21.
Martin, 59, died of his wounds on July 17.
Authorities said the crimes began when
Brown and Thompson fled a traffic stop
on Interstate 57. The two then allegedly

robbed a house and stole a truck and a van
before one of them shot Martin – who was
responding to the burglary – in the face as
they drove past him.
The suspects then abandoned the truck
and drove away in the van, authorities said.
After a high-speed chase, Brown was
arrested, but police said Thompson went into
the First Mid-Illinois Bank and Trust in Arcola
and took hostages. Thompson released four
hostages over seven hours, then peacefully
left the bank with the last hostage.

Police search for man
who attempted to rob
Chicago bank

CHICAGO (AP) — Police locked down
schools, blocked streets and ordered businesses to close Thursday as they surrounded
a Chicago bank where they believed a gunman was holed up, possibly with hostages
– only to discover hours later that he had
escaped and had never held anyone inside.
An employee apparently opened the
back door of the First Commercial Bank
around 9:45 a.m. after hearing a knock, and a
man wearing surgical scrubs and a mask that
covered his mouth and nose stepped inside,
FBI Special Agent Tom Simon said.
“Some witnesses said he brandished a
handgun and announced the robbery,” said
Simon. “Chaos ensued,” he said, with many
employees running out of the bank and others hiding inside.
Investigators believe the gunman fled
the bank amid the chaos, before he could
grab any money or even reach a teller, Simon
said. But with some employees still inside,
authorities did not know if they were being
held against their will – until the employees
began emerging almost two hours later.
None of the 35 people in the bank, all
employees, was injured.

CORRECTIONS

POLICE REPORTS

In the Thursday, August 30 edition of
the DAILY EGYPTIAN, the article “Poshard
defends dissertation against plagiarism
accusation” should have said the university
previously issued a statement published
in the Jan. 17, 2006, edition of the DAILY
EGYPTIAN apologizing to linguistics professor Joan Friedenberg.

There are no items to report.

www.siude.com

If you spot an error, please contact the
DAILY EGYPTIAN accuracy desk at 536-3311,
ext. 253.

AccuWeather 7-Day Forecast for Carbondale
®

TODAY
High
88°

SATURDAY
High
86°

SUNDAY
High
90°

MONDAY
High
91°

TUESDAY
High
88°

WEDNESDAY
High
87°

THURSDAY
High
85°

Low
56°

Low
60°

Low
61°

Low
61°

Low
62°

Low
65°

Low
62°

Mostly sunny

Plenty of
sunshine

Abundant
sunshine and
hot

Hot with
sunshine

Beautiful with
plenty of sun

Partly sunny
and pleasant

Sunshine and
patchy clouds

Forecasts and graphics provided by AccuWeather, Inc. ©2007
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State budget cuts burn colleges
Brandy Oxford
DAILY EGYPTIAN

Although SIUC faculty knew
there would be less meat on the
table this year, state budget cutbacks
and decreased enrollment have left
many of the university’s colleges
hungry for funding.
Many questioned the politics
behind Gov. Rod Blagojevich’s Aug.
23 veto of a $463 million cut from
the $59 billion budget sent to him
by lawmakers. Administrators across
the board said unfilled positions and
expenses such as travel and equipment were among the items cut to
make way for the governor’s proposed health care incentives.
Colleges were instructed to
prepare possible scenarios for 2, 4
and 6 percent budget cuts in May.
Months of disagreement between
the state Senate and House members delayed passage of the budget
weeks after the previous year’s budget expired. When the budget was
finally released, college leaders said
they were prepared to absorb their
portion of the cut.
However, being prepared will
not stave off recruitment and
retention decreases, according to
College of Education and Human
Services Dean Kenneth Teitelbaum.

“
I hate to say this, but people are next. And I don’t want

�����������
��

the people in this school thinking they’ve been singled
out to get laid off if we get hit again, but we’ve lost five
unfilled positions. Sooner or later, taking those positions
isn’t the smart answer.

��
����
��

��

��

— William Osborne
dean of the College of Engineering

Teitelbaum’s college saw a 3 percent cut that totaled more than
$389,000.
“It’s like a chicken and the egg
kind of situation,” he said. “With
enrollment down, there isn’t as much
tuition money coming in, and without tuition dollars and state funding,
we can’t do things that would probably help with issues of recruitment
and retention.”
Universities have four major
sources of income: state funding,
tuition, grants and gifts. Interim
dean of the College of Mass
Communications and Media Arts
Gary Kolb said he knew the university would suffer from cuts last year
when he found out enrollment was
down 500 students, totaling about
$2.5 million in tuition dollars.
The average cut from each college was around 3 percent.

Kolb said his college saw a 6
percent cut, totaling approximately
$450,000.
The colleges said one of their
goals was to make the necessary
adjustments without firing employees. This meant tenure track faculty,
or permanent continuing faculty
who will eventually go up for promotions, were off limits for the
cuts.
Instead, the deans turned to
the operating budgets. This money,
called “other than salary,” or OTS,
pays for equipment and activities
that help faculty improve their
knowledge and teaching ability, but
are not absolutely necessary in the
classroom.
Alan Vaux, College of Liberal
Arts Dean, said he lost six unfilled
faculty positions and reassigned
existing faculty to compensate for
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losses, but managed to maintain
enrollment numbers despite its 3
percent cut.
“I think to an extraordinary
degree, the College of Liberal Arts
has continued to do what its been
doing for years. I think our programs are still in good shape,” Vaux
said.
Several elective classes may be
offered less frequently or were cut
altogether due to the cut, Vaux said.
College of Engineering Dean
William Osborne said he worried
his college was not in such good
shape.
Only one-third of the freshmen
enrolled with a major in engineering
stay in the college, he said. Osborne

said engineering’s cut was just under
$400,000, around 3 percent, about
$70,000 of which was taken from
one of the colleges research centers,
which has helped with retention
and gained them recognition and
financial support in the past.
“I hate to say this, but people
are next,” Osborne said. “And I
don’t want the people in this school
thinking they’ve been singled out to
get laid off if we get hit again, but
we’ve lost five unfilled positions.
Sooner or later, taking those positions isn’t the smart answer.”
Brandy Oxford can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 255 or boxford@siu.edu.

Enterprise zone may soon expand
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“I think we’re all desperate for it here because
we’re all local business owners,” Brunken said.
“I think the property tax is high enough around
here.”
Brunken hopes the tax breaks on improvements will allow her to help beautify the
Murdale Shopping Center and hopes other
business owners do the same.
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“When my money tree grows, I will absolutely be making improvements,” Brunken
said.
David Lopez can be reached at 618-536-3311 ext.
273 or by email at Dave.lopez@siude.com.

www.siuDE.com
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After the Jackson County Board votes on
the expansion, the proposal goes to the Illinois
Department of Commerce and Economic
Carbondale’s business owners on the west Development where it would be either passed
side of town may soon enjoy the same perks as or vetoed.
The current enterprise zone includes busitheir east side brethren.
The Jackson County Board is scheduled to nesses along the strip, the U.S. Highway 51
meet Sept. 12 to discuss the proposed expan- area, the east side of Main Street, the industrial
sion of the Carbondale and Murphysboro sector on North U.S. Highway 51 and the busienterprise zones. Businesses that build within nesses along the intersection of Illinois Route
these zones would receive several benefits such 13 and Reed Station Road.
as no property tax on new improvements for
The expansion of the enterprise zone is
five years, sales tax exemption on building intended to help bring business and investmaterials for eligible projects and state income ments into the west side of Carbondale, which
tax credits for qualified property.
has seen less success than the more commerAmong the areas proposed to join the cially populated east end.
“We hope it’ll spur some
enterprise zone are the
Murdale Shopping Center,
new development, but we
the area around Carbondale
also hope it’ll spur redevelopment or new investment
Memorial Hospital, Bleyer We hope it’ll spur some
Field and the undeveloped new development, but we in the new area on the west
area north of Lowe’s and
side,” Baity said.
also hope it’ll spur redevel- Businesses wishing to
Wal-Mart.
Originally, the Jackson opment or new investment take advantage of the enterprise zone benefits must first
County Board was to vote
on the proposal Aug. 8, but in the new area on the
obtain a building permit,
for which the fee is waived,
a mistake in the mapping west side.
caused a delay in the pro— Kevin Baity and a certificate of eligibilcess.
director of economic development ity from the city’s Building
the
and Neighborhood Services
Kevin
Baity,
Carbondale director of economic development Division.
and assistant city manager, admitted the delay
Jeanie Brunken, owner of the Little Java
was a result of him accidentally leaving the Café in the Murdale Shopping Center, believes
Bleyer Field area off the proposal map.
the expansion is long overdue for the west end
“It was an error on my part, somehow when of town and looks forward to enjoying some
I was making that map I inadvertently left that of the same perks as larger restaurants such as
Buffalo Wild Wings.
off,” Baity said.
DAILY EGYPTIAN
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Police officer accused
Craig of lying after
men’s room arrest

WASHINGTON — The officer who
arrested Sen. Larry Craig in a police
undercover operation at an airport
men’s room accused the senator of
lying to him during an interrogation
afterward, according to an audiotape
of the arrest.
On the tape, released Thursday by
the Minneapolis Airport Police, the Idaho
Republican senator, in turn, accuses the
officer of soliciting him for sex.
“I’m not gay. I don’t do these kinds of
things,” Craig told Sgt. Dave Karsnia minutes after the two men met in a men’s
room at the airport on June 11.
“You shouldn’t be out to entrap
people,” Craig told the officer. “I don’t
want you to take me to jail.”
Karsnia replied that Craig wouldn’t
be going to jail as long as he cooperates.

M     

U.S. officials urge U.N.
action as Myanmar
tracks down protesters

YANGON, Myanmar — Myanmar’s
ruling junta on Thursday hunted prodemocracy activists it blames for spearheading ongoing protests against rising fuel prices, a rare wave of dissent in
the tightly controlled country.
Jailed opponents of the military
regime launched a hunger strike to
demand medical treatment for a colleague injured during one of the protests, fellow activists said.
Despite a crackdown on demonstrators, about 20 people marched
against the price hike in the town of
Kyaukpadaung, about 285 miles northwest of Yangon, activists said. The protesters were jeered by pro-junta crowd,
and leaders were ushered into a meeting with the township chairman, who
advised them of a ban on gatherings
of more than five people before letting
them go.

A         

Taliban frees last
S. Korean hostages

ANDA, Afghanistan — Taliban
militants released the last seven South
Korean hostages on Thursday under a
deal with the government in Seoul, ending a six-week drama that the insurgents
claimed as a “great victory for our holy
warriors.”
Taliban spokesman Qari Yousef
Ahmadi vowed to abduct more foreigners, reinforcing fears that South Korea’s
decision to negotiate directly with the
militants would embolden them.
“We will do the same thing with
the other allies in Afghanistan, because
we found this way to be successful,” he
told the Associated Press via cell phone
from an undisclosed location.The
seven hostages were handed over to
the International Committee of the Red
Cross in two separate exchanges close
to the central Afghan city of Ghazni, Red
Cross officials and an Associated Press
reporter said. The freed hostages did not
speak to reporters.
The final three released — two
women and a man — were handed over
by armed men on a main road in Janda
district after apparently walking through
the desert for some distance. Covered in
dust, they were quickly bundled into a
Red Cross vehicle and driven away.

O

Ohio high school
student suspended
for tricking rival fans

HILLIARD, Ohio — A high school
student who tricked football fans from
a crosstown rival into holding up signs
that together spelled out, “We Suck,” was
suspended for the prank, students said.
Kyle Garchar, a senior at Hilliard
Davidson High School in suburban
Columbus, said he spent about 20 hours
over three days plotting the trick, which
was captured on video and posted on
the video-sharing Web site YouTube. He
said he was inspired by a similar prank
pulled by Yale students in 2004, when
Harvard fans were duped into holding
up cards with the same message.
At the end of the video, Garchar
wryly thanks the 800 Hilliard Darby High
School supporters who raised the cards
at the start of the third quarter during last
Friday’s football game.
“It couldn’t have been done without you,” reads the closing frame of the
video.
Garchar, 17, created a grid to plan
how the message would be spelled out
once fans in three sections held up either
a black or white piece of construction
paper.

News

Troops see good and bad in Iraq
Chris Collins
MCCLATCHY TRIBUNE

SOUTHEAST
OF
S A L M A N PA K , Iraq —
Standing in a small room in the
Iraqi home they’d raided an hour
earlier, a dozen soldiers from
the 3rd Heavy Brigade Combat
Team of the Army’s 3rd Infantry
Division were trading jokes when
1st Sgt. Troy Moore, Company A’s
senior enlisted man, shouted out.
“We’re bringing democracy to
Iraq,” he called, with obvious sarcasm, as a reporter entered the
room. Then Moore began loudly
humming the “Battle Hymn of
the Republic.” Within seconds
the rest of the troops had joined
in, filling the small, barren home
in the middle of Iraq with the
patriotic chorus of a Civil Warera ballad.
U.S. officials say that security has
improved since the Sledgehammer

Brigade, as the 3rd Brigade is
called, arrived five months ago as
part of the 30,000-strong buildup
of additional U.S. troops to Iraq
and took control of an area 30
miles southeast of Baghdad. The
brigade, with 3,800 soldiers, has
eight times the number of troops
that were in the area before.
Although the soldiers who since
spring have walked and ridden
through this volatile area mixed
with Sunni and Shiite Muslims
have seen some signs of progress,
they still face the daily threat
of roadside bombs, an unreliable
Iraqi police force, the limitations
of depending on Iraqis for tips
and the ever-elusive enemy.
“Even though we’ve out-stayed
our welcome, in the big picture
of whether we’ve helped or not, I
know we have,” said Sgt. Christofer
Kitto, a 23-year-old sniper from
Altamont, N.Y. “But now it’s just
in a state of quagmire. The U.S.

U.N. inspectors find
stored Iraqi chemicals
Edith M. Lederer
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

UNITED NATIONS —
U.N. weapons inspectors discovered a potentially hazardous
chemical warfare agent that was
taken from an Iraqi chemical
weapons facility 11 years ago
and mistakenly stored in their
offices in the heart of midtown
Manhattan all that time, officials
said Thursday.
The material, identified
in inventory files as phosgene
— a chemical substance used in
World War I weapons — was
discovered Aug. 24. It was only
identified on Wednesday because
it was marked simply with an
inventory number, and officials
had to check the many records
in their vast archives, said Ewen
Buchanan, a spokesman for the
U.N. inspection agency.
A team of hazardous materials experts from the FBI and the
New York City police went to
the office on Manhattan’s east
side, about a block north of U.N.

headquarters, on Thursday with
two steel containers to remove
the materials and take them to
a military facility outside New
York for disposal, officials said.
While the disposal team was
in U.N. Monitoring, Verification
and Inspection Commission, or
UNMOVIC’s, sixth-floor office,
its small staff was evacuated
along with other tenants from
that floor, Buchanan said.
When the material was discovered in a shipping container
last week, Buchanan said U.N.
experts followed their established procedure in dealing with
unknown material — putting the
material in double zip-locked
plastic bags, and securing it in
a safe in a room that is doublelocked.
U.N. deputy spokeswoman
Marie Okabe said there was no
danger to the public and staff continued to work in offices of the
UNMOVIC, which are in the process of being shut down. The U.N.
called in U.S. authorities to remove
the material, she said.

Banks borrowing more
from Fed after credit flap
Martin Crutsinger
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

WAS H I N GTON — Banks
increased their borrowing from the
Federal Reserve for a second straight
week as the central bank worked to
deal with a credit crunch that has
roiled global financial markets.
The Federal Reserve reported
that the daily borrowing averaged
$1.315 billion for the week ending
Wednesday. That was the highest
average borrowing since the attacks
of Sept. 11, 2001. The average surpassed last week’s average of $1.2
billion, which also had been the
highest since the 2001 terrorist
attacks.
The data released by the Fed
offers a snapshot of how banks are
responding to the Fed’s encouragement for banks to borrow directly
from the central bank through a
loan facility know as the discount
window.
The discount window is the way

the central bank provides direct loans
to banks. Fed officials announced
Aug. 17 that they were cutting
the interest charged for discount
window loans by a half-percentage
point, marking the most dramatic
move they have made so far to deal
with a spreading credit crisis.
Fed officials including Timothy
Geithner, president of the Federal
Reserve Bank of New York, have
encouraged banks to use the discount window to borrow directly
from the Fed.
Last week, four of the nation’s
biggest banks — Citigroup Inc.,
JPMorgan Chase & Co., Bank of
America Corp. and Wachovia Corp.
— announced they had borrowed a
total of $2 billion.
Each of the big banks stressed
they had substantial liquidity and
the ability to borrow money elsewhere. However, their actions were
seen as a symbolic move to encourage smaller banks to use the discount
window if they need to do so.

A soldier photographs a man who
was questioned
during a late-night
house raid that was
part of a larger mission to root out Sunni
insurgents in the
neighborhood, Aug.
17. The man holds a
card with identifying
information below his
chin.
C HRIS COLLINS
FRESNO B EE /MCT

time here has come and gone.”
On this night, the troops had
been ferried by helicopter to a

rural enclave abutting the Tigris
River. Their mission: uproot a suspected nest of Sunni insurgents.

Virginia Tech president
defends school’s response
girlfriend dispute and that the gunman had probably left the campus.
Also, the report noted, they were
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
afraid of causing panic, as happened
RIC H M O N D, Va. — With at the start of the school year, when
anguished parents demanding his the first day of classes was called off
firing, Virginia Tech’s president because an escaped murder suspect
bristled at suggestions Thursday was on the loose near campus.
that he bears responsibility for the
Asked whether he would have
bloodbath on campus, calling it a done anything differently that day,
crime “unprecedented in its cun- Steger said no.
“I am not aware of anything
ning and murderous results.”
At a news conference where he the police learned that would have
was grilled about an independent indicated that a mass murder was
panel’s conclusion that lives could imminent,” he said at the news
have been saved had the school conference in Blacksburg. “The
warned the campus sooner that panel researched reports of mula killer was on the loose, Charles tiple shootings on campuses for the
Steger suggested there may have past 40 years and no scenario was
been nothing anyone could have found in which the first murder was
done to stop the rampage by gun- followed by a second elsewhere on
man Seung-Hui Cho that left 33 campus. Nowhere.”
people dead.
The panel, appointed by Gov.
“No plausible scenario was Timothy M. Kaine, released its
made for how this horror could report late Wednesday, and Kaine
have been prevented once he began said he was standing by Steger and
that morning,” Steger said.
other top administrators and not
He said he will neither resign pressing for their firing because
nor ask the Virginia Tech police they have suffered enough.
chief to quit, despite bitter demands
“This is not something where
by some of the victims’ families that the university officials, faculty,
he and others be held accountable administrators have just been very
for the deadliest school shooting in blithe,” Kaine said. “There has been
U.S. history.
deep grieving about this, and it’s
“In my view of the world, the torn the campus up.”
buck stops at the top,” said William
Instead, he said he would focus
O’Neil, whose son Daniel was on preventive measures, such as
among the students slain. “I think better communication between the
that in this case, his lack of leader- parents of troubled children and the
ship and his lack
colleges they are
of compassion
planning to attend.
“The informafor the families is No plausible scenario
tion needs to flow
just astounding.”
It
took was made for how this
both ways,” the
administrators horror could have been
governor said.
more than two
The governor’s
hours to get the prevented once he began panel, which spent
first e-mail warn- that morning.
four months invesing out after Cho
— Charles Steger tigating the masVirginia Tech president sacre, said the twokilled two people
hour gap could
in a dormitory. In
the interim, Cho mailed off a video have been used to craft potentially
confession to NBC and then made lifesaving text or phone messages
his way across the Blacksburg cam- warning students of the gunman.
pus to a classroom building, where
“Nearly everyone at Virginia
he killed 30 more victims and com- Tech is an adult and capable of
mitted suicide.
making decisions about potentially
Steger said that during those dangerous situations to safeguard
two hours, administrators carefully themselves,” the report said. “So the
considered how to deal with the earlier and clearer the warning, the
first burst of gunfire, including a more chance an individual had of
warning or a complete campus surviving.”
lockdown.
“The alert should have been
In the end, according to the issued and classes should have been
report, administrators concluded closed,” panel Chairman Gerald
that the shooting was a boyfriend- Massengill said Thursday.

Hank Kurz Jr.
and Vicki Smith

“
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STUDENTS
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situation was unfair to students.
“We have to do all these things to
turn in our homework to make sure
it’s not plagiarized, and for him to just
do it and get away with it, it wouldn’t
set a good example,” Hicks said.
Krystal Mandernach, a sophomore from Morris studying zoology,
does not have the responsibility of
compiling a thesis or dissertation.
However, she said if she were to
plagiarize, she would hope there were
serious consequences to answer to.
“It’s just not moral. I have morals,”
Mandernach said.
Other students, though, said they
felt more sympathy toward Poshard’s
situation.
Katie Ward, a freshman from
West Frankfurt studying radiological
science, said she knows she would get
in trouble if she were to plagiarize, but
is not upset with Poshard.
“I think as long as a humble explanation is given, then I don’t think that

FACULTY
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

Riedinger said Poshard clearly
plagiarized, and university students
who commit similar acts would fail
a class.
“If he’s not citing his sources, that’s
plagiarism,” Riedinger said.
Many members of the faculty
worry the issue will adversely affect
enrollment. Shahram Rahimi, associate professor of computer science, said
if everyone’s work were scrutinized,
many would be found guilty of plagiarism.
“(AFAC) have been working on
this days and nights, and it’s destroying the university,” he said. “We were
finally recovering our enrollment
numbers.”
Rahimi said he views the plagia-

Southern Illinois University would be
looked poorly upon,” Ward said.
While students are held to high
plagiarism rules and regulations, Ward
said she does not think it is necessary
that harsh measures be taken.
Graduate students trying to publish original documents of their own
said taking main ideas from others in
a thesis or dissertation is not something that should be overlooked.
Carl Bloom, a doctoral student
holding a Ph.D. in English, said it is a
serious problem even during difficult
circumstances.
“I don’t excuse him for what he
said was an accident. When you’re
doing research at the Ph.D. level, you
cannot make that kind of an accident,” Bloom said.
All graduate students have responsibilities while doing their theses and
dissertations, Bloom said. Several
undergraduates share his view on
working under stress.
Zac Reimer, a sophomore from
Woodstock studying kinesiology, said
such a document should have been

done the right way. He said a long
document such as Poshard’s dissertation should have been worked on
long enough to correct such errors in
citation.
Sarah Long, a graduate student in
psychology from Warren, said she is
in the process of writing her own thesis and could understand how material could be easily overlooked.
“Writing a thesis right now, it’s not
something that’s necessarily that hard
to do,” Long said. “I mean, your adviser doesn’t necessarily know everything
about everything you write, so it’s
possible to pass it off.”
Ron Fields, a doctoral student
with a Ph.D. in English, said he
was disappointed to find out Poshard
used verbatim passages. He said it is
important that taking credit for someone else’s work be taken seriously,
especially when planning on working
at a university.
“Words and ideas are our currency,” Fields said. “It’s critical to take
it seriously as to protect those ideas
that belong to someone else.”

rism allegations as a political maneuver by AFAC.
“People are not going to give the
guy – that may or may not be guilty
– a chance, and I think it was the same
situation with Dr. (Walter) Wendler,”
he said.
Some professors cite technological
changes as a reason for some verbatim
text being unquoted or not being
cited. When Poshard submitted his
dissertation, word processors were a
commodity and typewriters made it
difficult to revise large documents,
said Robert Swenson, associate professor of architecture.
“To go back and make a correction on page 27 means you type the
entire page over again, beginning to
end,” he said. “I can’t imagine any dissertation being perfect.”
Michael Madigan, professor of

microbiology, said he hopes the Board
of Trustees won’t downplay the issue if
it can be proven Poshard plagiarized.
“This is going to give us another
black eye that we don’t need,” he said.
“If it is true, he should resign and
save the university further embarrassment.”
Mary Lamb, professor of English,
said she has great respect for Poshard,
but she said he should be investigated.
“This is a sad and regrettable incident and what should happen as a
result is not clear,” she said.
Alejandro Gonzalez can be reached
at 536-3311 ext. 267 or at
agonzalez@siude.com.
Brandy Oxford can be reached at 5363311 ext. 255 or boxford@siu.edu.
Christian Holt contributed to this story.
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Tedrick, who did not return multiple calls from the D E
Thursday, told the AP the board had
experts review Poshard’s dissertation
and “we deemed that it was not plagiarism.”
Ruiz said he thought Tedrick was
referring to an instance in which Ruiz
submitted Poshard’s dissertation to
Turnitin.com, a plagiarism detection
Web site SIUC uses to check student
work.
When first investigating the plagiarism allegations, the DE submitted
sections of the dissertation to iThenticate.com — a subsidiary of Turnitin
owner iParadigms — and no plagiarism was detected. John Barrie, CEO
of iParadigms, said he was not sure if
Poshard’s sources — most of which
were from the 1970s — were included
in the company’s database.
Although Tedrick said the board
was aware of the plagiarism allegations, the information they had was
less detailed than the report obtained
by the DE, Ruiz said.
“I know there was nothing this

PROTEST
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Ledbetter said McNeil was
arrested and charged with trespassing
and resisting a peace officer. He was
released after posting bond.
Trenton Carson, an undeclared
student from Joliet, said he was outside
Pinch Penny Pub and saw when police
tried to arrest McNeil.
“What I saw was (McNeil) walking away, and we saw a whole bunch of
officers behind him,” Carson said.
There were more than eight officers following McNeil, Carson said.
He said he thought it was because of
McNeil’s stature.

5

specific until yesterday,” Ruiz said.
Trustee Samuel Goldman said
Wednesday, “This is brand new to me.
You’re telling me for the first time, and
that’s a true statement, I promise.”
Goldman clarified his statement
Thursday, saying he was referring
to the fact that the allegations had
recently surfaced, not that there were
any plagiarism accusations associated
with Poshard.
“I did know that (AFAC) had
threatened to do this,” Goldman said.
Goldman said SIU General
Counsel Jerry Blakemore assured the
board there was nothing to the allegations after former SIUC professor
Joan Friedenberg brought them forward at a BOT meeting.
Goldman said he met with
Poshard Thursday and Poshard further explained to him the details of
the situation.
“I am convinced — as I was before
it even began — the issue we face I
think is the difference between intent
and error,” Goldman said. “And to be a
plagiarist, you have to show intent.”
Joe Crawford can be reached at 5363311 ext. 254 or jcrawford@siude.com.

“He’s a large gentleman,” Williams
said. “He’s about 6 feet 5 inches, and
he weighs, like, 305.
“Then more cops came, and they
all surrounded him, and he got tazed.”
Lionel Grant, a senior from Dalton
studying zoology, said he also saw
police surround McNeil, but didn’t see
if he was tazed.
Although he was about 35 feet
away, Grant said he saw police strike
McNeil with batons. He said the altercation lasted less than a minute, and
McNeil said, “I’m down,” and, “I’m
sorry, sir,” repeatedly.
Ledbetter said after police arrested McNeil they called an ambulance
because of his head injury.
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Stacking up the truth

L

esson one: If the boss screws
up, don’t count on a quick fix.
We at the D
E feel some matters are still
in desperate need of attention when
it comes to SIU President Glenn
Poshard’s dissertation.
Something tells us it might be
awhile before any plagiarism acquisitions against Poshard are confirmed
or waived.
Roger Tedrick, chairman of the
SIU Board of Trustees, told the
Associated Press that he is “very
comfortable with the situation as is.”
The board has known about this
for some time, Tedrick said. Experts
were employed to investigate the
matter, and it was determined plagiarism had not been committed.
Yet according to Mike Ruiz, university communications director, the
board simply loaded Poshard’s dissertation on the popular plagiarism
detection program, Turnitin.com.
When the search yielded no matches, they literally closed the book on
the case.
What the board failed to consider is that Turnitin.com has only
been available for 10 years. More
importantly, the books that contain
the uncited text found in Poshard’s
dissertation were published in the

1960s and ‘70s — long before the
Internet.
For these reasons, we begin to
question our confidence in the
Board of Trustees. What seems
like common sense to some has
not yet appeared to strike the
BOT as relevant.
Perhaps this is one headache
the board wants to avoid.
According to the SIU Student
Conduct Code, punishment for
a student committing plagiarism
can range from simply failing an assignment to expulsion.
And coming before the Judiciary
Committee to determine one’s
fate is common practice.
We wonder if forming such a
committee is a step in the right
direction.
It is difficult to overlook the
fact Poshard called for a similar
action after former Chancellor
Walter Wendler fell under fire for
lifting parts of a plan he wrote
while at Texas A&M University
and applying it to Southern at
150, a campaign to make SIUC
a top-75 public research institution by 2019. A three-member panel
eventually determined Wendler had
committed “academic dishonesty.”
We at the D E feel it

LYDIA B ARGIELSKI ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

is only fair that Poshard be subject to
the same justice system he deemed
fit for another and of similar administrative stature. A committee should

be created, preferably with members
unaffiliated with SIU.
It might not be a quick resolution,
but it certainly is a start.

GUEST COLUMN

We are more than just letters
Kali Hofer
GUEST COLUMNIST

As I begin my third and final year here at
SIUC, I can’t help but notice that bittersweet
feeling that comes with graduating. No, I
am not a huge over-achiever who decided
to graduate in three years; I transferred as a
sophomore from Parkland. Upon arriving at
SIUC I decided to become involved since
I was already a sophomore and didn’t know
anyone. This decision led me to a unique
experience some ladies choose to be apart of.
I decided to join a sorority.
Some of you may be rolling your eyes and
thinking, “Oh, she’s one of those,” which
is a common reaction I get when telling
someone I’m Greek. I also hear, “Sororities
really aren’t for me.” My question is how do

you know unless you’ve tried?
Being Greek is something you have
to experience for yourself,
it’s something that can’t be
described. Joining my sorority
has been the best decision I
could have made. I wouldn’t
trade the friends I’ve made
or the memories I have for
anything in the world. You
might be thinking, “I can
have that without being in a
sorority,” which you can, but
I would never have had the
opportunity to live in a house
with 30 of my closest friends.
Being in a sorority is more
than just sisterhood and parties; it teaches
you responsibility for yourself and others,

which comes with living in a house of 30
girls. Whatever we do, we do together.
We laugh together; we cry
together, we wake up at 7 a.m.
on Saturday mornings to clean
up our Adopt-A-Spot together.
We stayed up all Saturday night
walking for Relay-for-Life
and worked all Sunday on our
annual shoot-out fundraiser.
No, we might not all get along
every second of every day, but
that’s a part of life. You learn to
compromise and be reasonable.
I know it has helped me grow
as a person.
I’m often judged by the
letters I proudly wear on my shirt. To
some, I’m one of “those girls.” But to me,

Being Greek
is something
you have to
experience
for yourself,
it’s something
that can’t be
described.

MISSION STATEMENT
The DAILY EGYPTIAN, the student-run newspaper of Southern Illinois University
Carbondale, is committed to being a trusted source of news, information, commentary
and public discourse, while helping readers understand the issues affecting their lives.

it represents being a part of something
that has been around for more than 100
years. As I stated earlier, being Greek is not
something that can be described in words.
It was once stated, “Looking in, they could
never understand, and looking out, we could
never explain.” This is the best way it was
ever put into words for me. Don’t be quick
to reject something you know little about,
you never know what you could be missing
out on. Being Greek is more than just letters
around campus. To me it represents some of
my favorite memories here at school, friends
who I will remain friends with long after I
leave school, and an experience I will carry
with me for the rest of my life.
Hofer is a senior studying
marketing.
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“ I could have made a mistake. I’m not saying I didn’t. ”

Glenn Poshard
SIU President
on the plagiarism accusations of his dissertation
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Who are the
members of AFAC?
DEAR EDITOR:
I read every word of the article
concerning Dr. Poshard’s alleged plagiarism.
It was excellent journalism. Your editorial
urges the public to decide whether Poshard
has committed plagiarism. I have decided I
don’t know. Your article quoted two or three
independent “experts,” and none of them
could agree on what constitutes plagiarism.
One of them admitted there was no academic
consensus on the issue.
What I do know is that the Alumni and

The next course of action
DEAR EDITOR:
Thursday’s DAILY EGYPTIAN shows the
charge often made against it, of “lack of
investigative journalism,” is now proven to
be false. The Poshard case raises very serious
implications for SIU’s reputation as an
institution for academic integrity. Obviously, the
next stage should be temporary suspension until
a legal board of enquiry appointed from outside
Illinois (with no connection to our current SIU
Trustees) investigates this serious situation.
Whatever the outcome, a change must
be made in evaluation of graduate and

The DE should
have waited
DEAR EDITOR:
After reading through sections of the paper
today, I think it’s pretty interesting that there
are at least eight pages that I could count that
reference the Glenn Poshard situation. Eight
pages of the 20-page paper, to me, seems very

Faculty Against Corruption at SIU seem to
me to be an anonymous group that doesn’t
have the guts to tell the taxpayers of southern
Illinois who, exactly, they are. They have
made ridiculous, petty accusations against
Walter Wendler and now Poshard. Since
this group will not identify who they are, I
must assume, from their group name, there
are currently SIU faculty in this group who
are being paid by my tax dollars. This group’s
agenda is ridiculous to the normal taxpayer
trying to feed and educate their families.
I totally understand that honesty and
integrity are very important in any institution
in this country. However, I intensely

undergraduate work. In the United Kingdom,
all students’ final papers go to an external
evaluator. Any doctoral committee is chaired
by an outside expert. This ensures impartiality,
objectivity and the avoidance of the plagiarism
problem that often affects internal American
university evaluation. Furthermore, any Ph.D.
student is expected to give 100 percent of their
time to gaining this important qualification.
Excuses concerning family life, work or running
for political office are not accepted. This may
explain the obvious problems that have affected
our president’s original dissertation.
However, no higher administrator (even
one originating from the smoke-filled rooms
of politics) should be seen to be “above the

unfair. I feel that the DAILY EGYPTIAN took way
too much into their own hands and exposed way
too much information that may set people in
suspicion over someone who has not even been
charged yet or really proven convicted.
Let’s let the people who are really
investigating the situation be the ones to decide
if he is guilty first. But to commit eight pages of
a newspaper to possibilities seems very harmful
and a great way to cause separation and create

The D AILY E GYPTIAN is
published by the students of Southern
Illinois University at Carbondale, with
fall and spring circulations of 20,000.
Free copies are distributed on campus
and in the Carbondale, Murphysboro
and Carterville communities.

resent these self-righteous, self-appointed
watchdogs for corruption being paid with my
tax dollars to dig up 24-year-old papers and
then try to tell me that in their all-knowing
brilliance that quotation marks aren’t exactly
where they want them to be. Here’s the
corruption you anonymous geniuses don’t get:
I am paying your salary to teach. Knock off
the witch hunts. I want my tax dollars spent
on abused women and children, building our
schools and feeding the hungry. Final word
– get a life.

REACHING US
Phone:
(618) 536-3311
News fax: (618) 453-8244
Ad fax:
(618) 453-3248
Email:
editor@siude.com

Charles Garnati

Carterville resident

law” of academic honesty and integrity. So it
is very important a full investigation be made,
preferably by experts outside of SIU and
Illinois.
Whatever the outcome, these revelations are
very serious. Perhaps the next stage following
Poshard’s temporary suspension should be
his replacement as acting president by former
Chancellor Jo Ann Argersinger. She was never
allowed sufficient time to show how she would
have reversed the continuing decline of SIU
since the days of President Delyte Morris and
may be a suitable replacement in this time of
trouble.
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unproven suspicions in the SIU community. I
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The Poshard case: What do we do now?
Ron Fields
GUEST COLUMNIST

Given the evidence the DAILY
EGYPTIAN has provided regarding
Glenn Poshard’s apparent plagiarism
of his 1984 dissertation, there are
many questions that confront the
students, faculty, and trustees of SIU.
Did Poshard in fact plagiarize portions of his dissertation, and if so,
what do we do next? More importantly is the question of how long
the ghosts of our past are allowed to
haunt us.
Did Poshard plagiarize portions
of his dissertation? The evidence says
yes, but we must consider all aspects
of this serious accusation. Was there
a malicious intent to deceive? As a
composition instructor and graduate
student, I must ask myself the question: if one of my freshman students
had turned in an essay without quotation marks where they clearly should

have been, what would I do? I would
write, “This seems awfully close to
the original. You need quotation
marks here.” Would I fail him? No,
because he is young and seemingly
doesn’t know any better.
I would use it as a teachable moment. If he did it
again, I would probably
give the paper a failing
grade.
Poshard’s excuse,
when confronted with
this evidence, was that
he was busy at the time.
He had a family, was
obtaining a new position,
and had to finish his dissertation in
a hurry. This is fallacious reasoning.
Surely he cannot expect the graduate
students and faculty of SIU to believe
that, of all the Ph.D. candidates in the
world, he was the only one suffering
such unbearable hardships as a family
and a deadline and must, therefore,

• Letters and guest columns must be submitted
with author’s contact information, preferably via
e-mail. All letters are limited to 300 words and
columns to 500 words. All topics are acceptable.
All submissions are subject to editing.

be held to a lesser degree of accountability. There can ultimately be no
justification for plagiarism. Whether
accidental or intentional, plagiarism
appears to have occurred in this particular case: The words
are verbatim and there
are no quotation marks.
This was required by
MLA and APA formats
in 1984, when Poshard
was writing his dissertation, and is nothing new
to writers of any caliber.
If Poshard had merely
attempted to summarize
the information presented, he fell too close to the original. That is ultimately plagiarism. So
what do we do now?
Poshard’s mistake was made
almost 25 years ago, not recently as
in the case of Walter Wendler. His
mistake seems to have been to steal
phrases that were invented by another

There can
ultimately
be no
justification
for
plagiarism.

COPYRIGHT INFO

person, and then pass those phrases
off as his own. Legally, most states
have statutes of limitations that prevent prosecution for theft after five
or eight years. If a theft of words has
occurred, it was well beyond any reasonable period for prosecution. These
laws exist so that the mistakes of the
past—in Poshard’s case, the distant
past—do not continue to haunt us
throughout our life. At some point,
we must let bygones be bygones.
Just as the law in 2007 cannot prosecute Poshard for theft of
property in 1984, we must not allow
ourselves to persecute him for a similar theft of ideas so far in the past.
Poshard must abandon any attempts
to justify what he did and admit, freely, that he made a mistake in 1984.
We must then say “we forgive you”
and go on with our merry lives.
Fields is a graduate assistant for the
English department.
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Joey Kosma, a senior from Du Quoin studying elementary education, tees up near Abe Martin Field Wednesday afternoon. Kosma started playing golf four months
ago with his physical therapist, Greg Smith, a graduate student studying therapeutic recreation. The two hope to enter a golf tournament in late September.

Bradley students accused
in soccer player’s death
allowed to enroll in classes
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PEORIA — Three students accused of
setting off fireworks that led to the death of a
Bradley University student will be allowed to
enroll in classes for the fall semester, the university said Thursday.
“Bradley University is following its published policies and procedures that have permitted David Crady, Ryan Johnson and Nicholas
Metgen to enroll for the 2007 fall semester,” the
school said in a statement.
The students could have been expelled
from the 6,100-student campus after the Aug.
12 incident. The university said it would not
comment on the educational records of any of
the students.
Prosecutors contend the trio were among
four students who set off Roman candles in
their apartment after a night of drinking.

The fireworks led to a fire that killed 19year-old Dan Dahlquist, a sophomore and
member of the school’s soccer team, authorities
said.
The three are charged along with another
friend, 20-year-old Illinois Central College
student Daniel Cox, with aggravated arson and
possession of explosives.
Peoria County Chief Public Defender
Thomas Penn Jr. said during the men’s bond
hearing that Dahlquist died after a prank
gone awry, that all the students had ties to the
community and were not flight risks. He did
not immediately return a telephone message
left after business hours Thursday from The
Associated Press.
The four are free after posting $50,000 bail
each, and are scheduled for preliminary hearings Sept. 13 in Peoria County Court.

Ace is the place for a
for-profit corporation
Dave Carpenter
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

CHICAGO — Ace Hardware Corp.
hopes to convert from retailer-owned
cooperative to for-profit corporation by
the beginning of next year as a way to compete better against industry behemoths,
President and CEO Ray Griffith said
Thursday.
The move, contingent upon approval
by a majority of retailer-owners, would
end the system of returning profits to store
owners in the form of patronage dividends
but keep Ace retailers as sole owners and
stockholders of the privately held corporation.
Griffith said in an interview that the
goal is to have shareholders vote in late
December on the plan, which would
become effective Jan. 1 if they approve it.
He said the Oak Brook, Ill.-based
company is preparing a filing with the
Securities and Exchange Commission that
will outline further details, which also will
be shared with the company’s retailers.
“The reasons are basically it would
provide the corporation and the board of
directors better tools to compete against
the publicly funded competition that we
compete against — Home Depot, Lowe’s
and the like,” he told The Associated Press.
“It would unlock the value of the stock.”
Griffith outlined the plan to about
250 Ace retailers at a meeting in nearby
Schaumburg earlier this month, and is
scheduling visits to 32 cities to share it
with others.
In an Aug. 23 letter obtained by Crain’s
Chicago Business, which was first to report
Ace’s plan Thursday, Griffith said the
board and management have been exploring the change “as part of our efforts to
boost Ace’s competitiveness and ensure
long-term success.”
“We believe that becoming a traditional

“
We believe that becoming a
traditional corporation is the
best bath for our retailers and
the company.
— letter from Ray Griffith
Ace Hardware Corp. CEO

corporation is the best path for our retailers and the company,” he wrote, without
disclosing details.
In the interview, he said company executives have no intention of taking the
company public. “That would be up to the
stockholders,” he said.
Changing to for-profit status, he said, is
“kind of a quasi-unlocking of the value of
the stock. It’s not an IPO, it’s not publicly
traded, but it would appreciate based on
the profits of the company.”
The essence of the new strategy, he
said, is “allowing the corporation to make
further investments in improving the retail
model so that the retail model becomes
more profitable and people want to participate in that model, be it more stores
from existing retailers or an investment
community.”
The 83-year-old hardware chain, which
has been a retailer-owned cooperative since
the 1970s, had its best sales year since 1998
last year with wholesale sales up 6.5 percent
to $3.4 billion. Its stores, about two-thirds
owned by independent dealers, racked up
almost $12 billion in retail sales.
But it remains dwarfed by Home
Depot Inc. and Lowe’s Cos., the two home
improvement store chains that had a combined $138 billion in sales last year.
Griffith said the plan got a positive
reception in Schaumburg. Asked about
opposition, he said, “There would be
opposition to anything that a cooperative
does.”
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Assassins come alive
“

Philadelphia museum to showcase
People know who they
remains of presidential killers at musical are, but to see them in the
Maryclaire Dale
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

PHILADELPHIA — Call it
theater of the macabre: A jar containing a small piece of tissue from
the body of John Wilkes Booth,
President Abraham Lincoln’s killer,
will be on display when the musical
“Assassins” opens in Philadelphia.
In fact, it will be a twin bill:
theatergoers will also be able view a
piece of the brain of the lesser-known
presidential assassin Charles Guiteau,
the man who killed President James
A. Garfield in 1881.
The specimens will be on
loan to the Arden Theatre from
Philadelphia’s Mutter Museum,
which boasts a large collection of
medical oddities. They will be on
display in the lobby for one night, the
opening of “Assassins” on Sept. 19.
“People know who they are, but
to see them in the flesh — no pun
intended — to me is exciting, it’s rel-

evant, it’s interesting and it’s educational,” said Anna Dhody, a spokeswoman for the Mutter Museum.
The museum is run by the College
of Physicians of Philadelphia. Dhody
said the samples were acquired long
ago but she did not know the circumstances.
Lincoln was shot on April 14,
1865, at Ford’s Theatre, and died the
next morning.
Booth was killed by pursuers 12
days after shooting Lincoln. Guiteau
was hanged — after an insanity
defense failed — on June 30, 1882.
The tissue fragment from Booth
is believed to have come from his
neck, Dhody said.
“Assassins,” a Stephen Sondheim
musical that explores the nine people who have taken aim at U.S.
presidents, won five Tony awards in
2002.
“When you have the first two ...
successful assassins in U.S. history in
a city, and you have this wonderful

flesh — no pun intended
— to me is exciting, it’s
relevant, it’s interesting
and it’s educational.
— Anna Dhody
spokeswoman for the Mutter Museum

show going on, how do you not combine the two?” said J Nathan Bazzel,
a Mutter Museum docent who came
up with the idea.
The specimens are preserved in
fluid in small, vintage glass jars. If
a few patrons find the display in
poor taste, organizers hope most will
appreciate the chance to connect to
history.
“We prefer to think of it as we’re
showing our tangible evidence of very,
very important parts of American
history,” Dhody said. “So we’re hoping people would approach it from
more of a historical than a macabre
viewpoint.”

Debit cards 101
Susan Tompor
MCCLATCHEY TRIBUNE

DETROIT — Joseph Rizk, 20,
figures it was one trip to Taco Bell
that sent his checking account over
the edge.
When he was a senior at Wayne
State University, Rizk pulled out his
Chase debit card to get some fast
food. He spent about $5 more than
he had in his checking account. He
didn’t spot the trouble early enough
and ultimately got hit with about
$350 in banking fees.
“I overdrew, and they pretty much
pummeled me with charges,” said
Rizk, who graduated this summer
with a bachelor’s degree in biological
sciences.
This is one story that’s smart to
share with anyone who is heading off
to college. The debit card — no matter how cute all those commercials
might be — isn’t necessarily your best
friend.
And at a time when many parents
are struggling to cover higher tuition
bills, the last thing a college student
needs to do is trigger hundreds of
dollars in senseless overdraft fees, too.
The fees add up quickly at $25 to
$35 a pop.
Overdraft charges are costing
people about $17.5 billion each year,
according to estimates by the Center
for Responsible Lending, a consumer
group that analyzed data on overdrafts. Banks have made it easier for
consumers to overdraw their accounts
and rack up big fees.
Young consumers who prefer paying with plastic, instead of paper, are
vulnerable.
About 45 percent of overdrafts
are attributed to using a debit card
or taking out cash from the ATM,
according to the center.
Pulling out a debit card to buy
fast food has turned into a financial
tripwire.
“In the past you couldn’t overdraft at McDonald’s, now you can,”
said Eric Halperin, director of the
Center for Responsible Lending’s
Washington office.
Three years ago, Halperin noted,
most banks routinely denied debit
card purchases at the checkout lane
if you did not have enough money in

“
In the past you couldn’t overdraft at McDonald’s, now
you can.
— Eric Halperin
Center for Responsible Lending office

your checking account.
“The fact that you can overdraft
with a debit card is relatively new,”
said Halperin, who favors legislation
that would require banks to, among
other things, disclose the annual interest rate on what consumer groups call
overdraft loans to consumers. (Banks
call the charges overdraft fees.)
In the last few years, banks and
credit unions began allowing more
debit card purchases to go through at
checkouts as a convenience to consumers, even if there is not enough
money in the checking account. Most
customers are routinely enrolled in
so-called bounce-protection programs that, according to consumer
groups, are not explained well and
turn out to be expensive.
In many cases, consumers would
pay less in fees if they went to the
bank and set up a system to link
the checking account to a savings
account, a line of credit or a credit
card to cover an overdraft.
For young consumers, the rules
can be particularly tricky.
Some think they’re in the clear
because they’ve just checked their
balances with tellers or online.
But that account balance often
does not reflect how much money
there is available to spend.
“We don’t have real-time transactions. There will always be outstanding transactions that the consumer
has authorized but have not hit the
bank,” said Nessa Feddis, senior federal counsel for the American Bankers
Association in Washington.
It’s easy to forget that the debit
card is really just a plastic version of
a check.
“You’ve got to keep track of what
you’re spending, just as you did in the
old days when you wrote checks,” said
Mary Kay Bean, a spokeswoman for
Chase in Detroit.
And if you wait until you see the
next statement, it’s too late.
“The debit card is really where

it’s a serious problem,” argues Ed
Mierzwinski, the consumer program
director of the U.S. Public Interest
Research Group in Washington. “It’s
harder to keep track of your balance
because of the tricks banks use.”
Say you write a $100 check to
cover books — and then put $5 on
the debit card for coffee, $15 on
the debit card for dry cleaning and
then write a check for $60 to cover a
phone bill.
That’s $180 in transactions and
checks. Say you had $158 in the
checking account. You’re $22 short.
Would you face one bounced
check fee of $34?
Probably not.The bank most likely
would clear the $100 check first. And
then, the bank would attempt to clear
the $60 check. Whoops, you don’t
have enough to cover that check.
So then you’re looking at three
overdrafts — the $60 check, the $5
debit card and the $15 debit card.
At $35 a pop, that’s $105 in fees.
At some banks, there are extra fees
if an account continues to be overdrawn for five or more business days.
“Everybody advertises free checking, but it’s only free at the front end,”
Mierzwinski said.
Many consumers, of course, do not
pay any fees for checking accounts.
About 65 percent of consumers
spend $3 or less in monthly fees
for bank services, such as checking accounts and ATMs, according to a survey of 1,000 consumers.
The American Bankers Association
released the survey last week.
Consumers who don’t get hit with
the fees typically balance their checkbooks, use direct deposit, don’t make
mistakes, keep plenty of money in
savings and checking and avoid using
debit cards for every whim.
Yet consumer groups argue that
overdraft fees often hit those who can
least afford them. A small group of
consumers typically pays most of the
overdraft fees.
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‘Ghosts’ return to Carbondale Pulse Picks: ByPulsetheteam
Audra Ord

DAILY EGYPTIAN

Ghosts on Fire is not an average
band, something evidenced by the
fact that they draw most of their
inspiration from zombie movies.
“Zombie films kind of describe
us, actually,” Jeremy Sukalec said,
Ghosts’ front man. “There’s the gore
and the intensity, but there’s a little
slapstick in there.”
The local metal band will be
playing their first show at Mugsy’s
Entertainment Center Sept. 8 after a
three-month hiatus. The band took
a short break from performing while
Sukalec interned with Warner Bros. in
Nashville, Tenn., during the summer.
Doors open at 7 p.m. with the
show starting at 7:15 p.m. Admission
will run for $8 per person at the
door. While Ghosts is headlining,
Adiah Domineer, O’Fallon, Hope
for the Dying, Avenge the Ghost and
Aurynic will be opening the set.
As they work toward their Sept.
8 show at Mugsy’s, Ghosts is determined to remain abnormal.
For starters, Ghosts on Fire has
managed to retain all the original
members even after two years of
playing together, an anomaly for
most local bands.
“Most of the bands around here
play musical chairs,” Jeremy said.
“Every six months they all switch, at
least in the metal community.”
Also impressive is the fact they all
get along — for the most part.
“It’s like having three or four girlfriends all at the same time,” said
Dave Sukalec, bass player.
Ghosts on Fire acknowledges
there’s always going to be drama, but
according to Jeremy, they avoid many
issues by feeling each other out before
playing together.

Long weekend ahead with
nothing to do? Here are some
ideas from the Pulse team.

S TEPHEN R ICKERL ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Dave Sukalec, left, and Jeremy Sukalec, brothers in the band
Ghosts on Fire, discuss the origins of the band, which began two
years ago. Their heavy metal sound can be heard Sept. 8 at 7:15
p.m. at Mugsy McGuire’s Bar and Grill.
The fact Jeremy and Dave are
brothers can also be both a help and
a hindrance. Although the siblings
grew up playing music, Ghosts on
Fire is the first band they’ve been in
together.
“I was never up to Jerm’s caliber,”
Dave said, laughing.
Also strengthening the bonds
within the band is the history
between the two other members: guitarist James Neff and drummer Doug
Sneddon. The two have known each
other since sixth grade and have
played together previously.
Ghosts on Fire sets themselves
apart from other bands with genre
and their unique sound.
Neff said there are several different elements to their music: metal,
blues, hardcore and a little bit of
southern.
“Even at practices, we’ll break
down and play straight up blues or

jazz,” Jeremy said.
Sneddon said their new material
for the upcoming show is evidence
of their progression as a band. As
they’ve matured as musicians, their
music has become more complicated
and technical.
“It’s a little more potent,” Sneddon
said.
The band members said what
they’re playing now is not only some
of their favorite stuff to play, but also
their favorite stuff to listen to.
“We’re really proud of what we
write,” Neff said.
All of the members said they are
anxious to get back on the stage and
in front of a crowd.
“It kind of makes me feel larger
than life sometimes,” Dave said. “I’m
on top of the world.”
Audra Ord can be reached at
536-3311 ext. 275 or aord@siude.com.

Alicia Wade

Eugene Clark

1. Munch on some
hotdogs and see the
Southern Illinois Miners play
on Friday night.

1. Friday
go see the
Miners
play the
Evansville
Otters at
Rent One
Park.

2. Go on a Labor Day
weekend road trip without
planning the destination.

?
Jakina Hill
1. Study.
2. Check out some art
exhibits.

2. On Saturday go see
Chevelle and Evans Blue at
the Du Quoin State Fair.

Audra Ord
1. Be lame and go home
to see your parents for
the weekend.
2. Take advantage of
the outdoors and go rock
climbing.

siuDE.com
Keep up to date on CD and movie releases
with reviews from our Pulse team
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by Justin Borus and Andrew Feinstein

By Linda C. Black

Today’s Birthday. The money can be
found for building or buying real estate.
Or, maybe it’s furniture you need or massive renovations. With your family’s help,
you can accomplish huge things.

by Glenn McCoy

The Duplex

Sudoku

13

To get the advantage, check the
day’s rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.
Aries (March 21-April 19) —
Today is a 7 — Don’t be shy about
taking charge of the situation. Others
need a strong leader, and your talents
are obvious.
Taurus (April 20-May 20) —
Today is a 6 — You may think it’s
hard to do your best when you’re
pressured and behind schedule. Don’t
worry. Actually, you work very well
under these conditions.
Gemini (May 21-June 21) —
Today is a 8 — Let the others do the
talking. Answer the questions you’re
asked. You’ll be surprised at how much
you know, and so will everyone else.
Cancer (June 22-July 22) —
Today is a 8 — Others respect your
opinion, and with good reason. You’re
often right. That’s because you do the
homework and consistently keep your
word.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) — Today
is a 6 — The farther out you get,
the more you realize you don’t
know. No need to tell the others. Learn fast as you go along.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22) — Today is a 7
— Sometimes it’s not easy to ask for help
from parents and guardians. Asking for
advice is a better idea, anyway.
Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22) — Today is
a 6 — Let your friends take care of you
for a little while longer. They’re better
suited for the task at hand. You provide
support of the emotional kind.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21) — Today
is a 7 —Put your heart and back into
the task and it’s almost easy. Others are
impressed by your work, and the pay is
good. Postpone fun.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
— Today is a 7 — You should maintain decorum, as important people are
watching. You don’t have to be crisp
all the time, however. There’ll be room
to relax.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
— Today is an 6 — Household chores
demand your attention, making it difficult to take off on adventures wherein
you solve all the world’s problems. It’s
OK; you can delegate that.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18) —
Today is a 7 — You don’t have to do
this all by yourself – you can consult an
expert. How do you convince that person to help you? Make your facts easy to
understand.
Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20) — Today
is a 7 —The money should be starting
to come in by now, so you don’t have to
worry about that. Plan a shopping trip
for tomorrow.

(c) 2007, Tribune Media Services Inc. | Distributed by McClatchy-Tribune Information Services.

By The Mepham Group
Level: 1

2

3

4

Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit 1 to
9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.

Solution to Thursday’s puzzle

THAT SCRAMBLED WORD GAME
by Henri Arnold and Mike Argirion

Unscramble these four Jumbles,
one letter to each square,
to form four ordinary words.

LATUF
©2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All Rights Reserved.

BAYBE
Sudoku on your cell phone. Enter 783658.com in your mobile Web browser. Get a free game!
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© 2007 The Mepham Group. Distributed by Tribune Media Services. All rights reserved.

CHAPIL
www.jumble.com

DOURNA

THE Daily Crossword
ACROSS
1 Trade
5 Think ahead
9 Fourth estate
14 Diamond Head’s
site
15 Declaim wildly
16 Tijuana ta-ta
17 Finished
20 Spike and
Lighthorse Harry
21 Bring legal
action
22 Biceps
adornment
26 Come to grips
30 Gets word
31 Objective
32 Hoop feature
33 Kind of
committee
34 Positive
35 Photos
36 Departed
39 Give the glory
40 Insect colony
41 Fashion
silhouette
43 Suited for
44 Professional
charges
45 Form a wrinkle
46 Air of
hopelessness

Edited by Wayne Robert Williams

A:
Yesterday’s

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
18
19
22
23
24
48
49
50
51

Animal trainer
Need a nurse
Apple center
Focused on the
future
59 Shaq’s surname
60 Musical work

Now arrange the circled letters
to form the surprise answer, as
suggested by the above cartoon.

61
62
63
64

Burn balm
Very small
Clothes lines?
Dial up

1

DOWN
Place seeds

2
3
4
5
6

Children’s card
game
Cry of triumph
Seal baby
Gussies up
Filled the cargo
hold

25
26
27
28
29

Carpenters and
leaf-cutters
High degree
Former dictator
Noriega
Periphery
Hurl an insult at
Chit letters
Poisonous snake
Quantum theory
developer Max
Jerusalem’s
location
Miss. neighbor
Bureaucratic
obstructions
Elephant
keepers
Be moody
Pessimistic
expectation
Picayune
Legal permit
Printer’s

measures
31 Dead reckoning
34 Smile of contempt
35 Blanched
37 Tip or Eugene
38 Part of ERA
39 Young fellow
42 Auction finish?
44 Without bias
45 Tender stroke
47 Hymn of praise
48 Balderdash
50 Manage to deal
(with)
51 NIMBY part
52 Wind dir.
53 Victory letter
54 Cry of delight
55 Exclude
56 “Float like a butterfly” boxer
57 Swindle
58 Large container

HIS
(Answers tomorrow)
TWINE
SEETHE
IMPACT
Jumbles: MERGE
Answer: Developing a pot belly over the years is a —
“WAIST” OF TIME
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WIN
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

16

Despite the scoring gap, Kill
decided to stick with the Saluki
starting quarterback. Hill would end
up with 174 passing yards and two
touchdowns, completing 13-of-18
passes on the day.
“That’s just playing backyard
football,” Hill said. “When you’re
scrambling around out there, you
just got to go out there and make
plays — don’t be stupid with the
ball.”
Randle added to his already
impressive first half numbers with a
two-yard touchdown run with three
minutes remaining in the third quarter to give SIU a 38-14 lead. Randle
ended the game with 132 rushing
yards on just 18 attempts and two
touchdowns.
After three scoring drives in the

BACKS
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

16

“I think everybody got to see
three really good running backs,
and (sophomore) Naji (Shinskia)
did a good job too,” said senior
quarterback Nick Hill. “This is
SIU — we’re always going to
have a good running game, and I
thought we did a good job of mixing up the run.”
The coaches showed particular
faith in newcomer Warner, who
was handed the ball in a fourth and
short situation on the Salukis’ side
of the 50-yard line.
Warner converted on the
attempt for a first down, and the

Sports

fourth quarter, including two by
junior running back Deji Karim and
one by sophomore running back
Naji Shinskia, the Salukis were well
on their way to their first victory
with a final score of 59-14.
Sophomore linebacker Brandin
Jordan said the defense played well
overall, holding Quincy to 238 yards
on offense, but the Hawks first drive
score didn’t sit well with him.
Jordan said he initially had a little
trouble taking down Moore, who
is listed at 235 pounds and broke a
number of tackles, but it got easier
in his later chances.
“On that first one, he kind of
got me, I tried to hit him kind of
low,” Jordan said. “But after that
it was easy. I kind of had the little
first-game butterflies, the first game
of the year, but it was a nice experience.”
Saluki head coach Jerry Kill said

it was hard to evaluate the game
right away because of all the different players used.
“It’s hard for me to assess everything when you got so many players
out there at one time,” Kill said. “But
it’s always good to get a good win,
and we’ll watch the film and review it,
there’ll be a lot of things in there that
we thought were good that weren’t
near as good as we thought they were,
and then there’s some things we probably felt we did better than we did.”
The Salukis will travel to play at
Northern Illinois for a Sept. 8 tilt,
and may be without junior safety
Derrick Belton, who exited the game
early with a knee injury. Freshman
Mike McElroy, who had been redshirted, took Belton’s space on the
active roster.

junior college transfer said he
appreciated the opportunity to
prove himself in his first game as
a Saluki.
“I wanted the ball, because I
just get into the game and I feel I
can make big plays if I just get the
opportunity to,” Warner said. “For
them to have confidence to go for
it on fourth down with me in the
game, it gave me that boost.”
Warner’s efforts weren’t completely evident on the final stat
sheet. Two of his longest drives
— one in the form of a kick
return and one in a traditional
rushing attempt — were called
back because of holding.
Kill said Randle’s abilities on

special teams, where he recorded
33 yards in one attempt, in addition to his work in the backfield
make him a great complement to
return specialist Craig Turner.
Warner said the coaches’ faith
in him on special teams as well as
on fourth down motivated him to
perform.
“That’s the big part of it, that
I’m trying to gain their trust, that
they can depend on me and the rest
of the backs — that when we’re in
the game any one of us can work
it,” Warner said. “That’s the kind
of depth we have right now.”

Scott Mieszala can be reached at 536-3311
ext. 256 or smieszala@siude.com.

Sean McGahan can be reached at 5363311 ext. 269 or mcgahan@siu.edu

Ex-Duke lacrosse prosecutor faces
contempt charge, pleads not guilty
Aaron Beard
THE ASSOCIATED PRESS

D U RHAM, N.C. — The former prosecutor who led the now-discredited Duke lacrosse rape case never
intentionally tried to mislead the court
and believed he gave all DNA test
results to defense attorneys, a lawyer
for Mike Nifong said Thursday during
his criminal contempt trial.
Nifong turned over all the information during the pretrial discovery
phase in his case against three Duke
lacrosse players, said his attorney, Jim
Glover. And when he told a judge the
defense had all the DNA test results, it
was a mistake — but little more than
an oversight.
“The question is not whether those
statements Mr. Nifong made are literally true or literally false,” Glover told
Superior Court Judge W. Osmond
Smith III. “The question is were they
willfully and intentionally false and
were they also part of an effort ... to

hide potentially exculpatory evidence,
and that’s the issue before the court.”
Defense attorneys for the three
falsely accused young men asked a
judge to punish Nifong for initially
telling the court he had turned over all
DNA test results when he knew, and
failed to disclose, that genetic material
from multiple men was found on the
accuser — but none from any lacrosse
player.
If held in contempt, Nifong faces
up to 30 days in jail and a fine of up
to $500. Nifong pleaded not guilty to
the charge at the start of the hearing,
which began Thursday and was to
resume Friday.
Nifong, the former Durham
County district attorney, led the investigation into a woman’s allegations
that she was raped at a March 2006
lacrosse team party where she was
hired as a stripper. That spring, Nifong
secured indictments against Reade
Seligmann, Collin Finnerty and Dave
Evans for rape, kidnapping and sexual

offense.
A month later, Nifong learned that
a private laboratory determined the
genetic material found on the woman
was from several men, none of whom
were Duke lacrosse players.
But Nifong didn’t provide that
information to the defense until
October, and only then amid nearly
2,000 pages of raw DNA test data
that defense attorney Brad Bannon
testified Thursday took almost all of
November to decipher.
Glover said Nifong believed he was
being truthful when he told the judge
he had given the defense all the DNA
testing results, though he didn’t always
know the specifics in every report,
Glover said.
During his cross-examination of
Bannon, Glover tried to portray the
initial DNA report prepared by lab
director Brian Meehan in May 2006
as adequate while suggesting no additional information would have helped
clear the players.
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Saluki Insider
September is just around the corner, and plenty of teams are still alive in the
hunt for the MLB playoffs. Who will still be playing in October, and who won’t?

SEAN MCGAHAN
smcgahan
@siude.com

“Who won’t? For starters, the Chicago
White Royals, who have plummeted to
the bottom of the division at nearly 20
games below .500. To quote Skip Ozzie,
‘They’re killing me. They’re killing my
family.’ And Michael Vick is the one facing
jail time.”

“For the AL, I see it as Boston, New York,
Cleveland and Los Angeles — no surprises
there. The Mariners are already fading and
Detroit is stinking it up in the second half for SCOTT MIESZALA
the second straight season. In the NL, I predict Milwaukee will get back in it with the
smieszala
push they’ll get from Ben Sheets, leaving
@siude.com
the Cubs watching the Brewers, Mets and
Padres in the playoffs.”

JUSTIN
STOFFERAHN
jstofferahn
@siude.com

“I’m hoping that New York, the evil
empire, will be watching the playoffs from
their home for once, but Seattle and Detroit
are falling fast, so that scenario seems unlikely. That being said, I will be just as pleased to
watch the San Diego Padres claim the Series,
as I have officially placed my credibility to predict baseball games squarely in their hands.”

SALUKI TRACKER

JASON FRASOR

Former Saluki pitcher Jason
Frasor, pitching for the Toronto
Bluejays, held opponents scoreless in four straight appearances before giving up a run
Wednesday against Oakland,
getting tagged with his fourth
loss of the season. Frasor pitched
1 2/3 innings, striking out three
hitters but allowing an earned
run on one hit. Frasor is now 1-4
this season with a 4.07 ERA.

Do you have questions
for the Saluki Banter
that you want
answered?
E-mail: editor@siude.com

VOLLEYBALL

A new perspective

J ASON J OHNSON ~ D AILY E GYPTIAN

Kristy Elswick assists Sydney Clark during practice Tuesday evening in Davies gym. Tonight the
volleyball team takes on Kent State University in the William & Mary tournament.

Salukis improve mental approach, confidence
Justin Stofferahn
DAILY EGYPTIAN

SIU volleyball coach Brenda
Winkeler’s daily “mental challenges”
during the spring have paid off.
The Salukis, 3-0 entering today’s
William & Mary Tournament at
the College of William & Mary in
Williamsburg, Va., will open against
Kent State University (0-4) at 5 p.m.
On Saturday, SIU will close out the
tournament with facing East Carolina
University (2-2) at 11 a.m. and William
& Mary (1-1) at 7:30 p.m.
The increased potency of SIU’s
offense led to the undefeated start,
coaches and players said. But the
improved offensive play would not
have been possible without the Salukis’
strong mental approach, a characteristic
the team lacked last season.
“That was a big thing we did last
year, we started making errors and then
getting down on ourselves,” sophomore outside hitter Kelsie Laughlin
said. “This year we can see ourselves
winning before the game begins. The

whole mindset is different.”
In response to last year’s mental
breakdowns, Winkeler devised a drill,
or “mental challenge,” she incorporated
into every spring practice. One such
task involved SIU players having to
hit 15 consecutive serves to a particular
zone on the court or run as punishment.
“We ended up running for 40 minutes that day,” Winkeler said.
Winkeler said every coach stresses
a solid mental approach but often lacks
a designed plan to improve mental
weakness.
“I told them (this spring) we were
improving physically,” Winkeler said. “I
don’t worry about (their physical shape),
but I told them our biggest challenge
outside of that was to improve mentally.
So, a lot of times coaches say that, but
you don’t really practice it.”
Winkeler said a challenge such as
the aforementioned serving scenario is
very difficult and above-and-beyond
what most coaches would expect from
their squad. As a result, Winkeler made
sure to discuss with her players their

reactions to not completing the task,
especially that of SIU’s leaders.
Sophomore middle blocker Marina
Medic has developed into one of the
Salukis’ leaders, Winkeler said. Medic
has taken to the roll and cherishes the
opportunity to help her teammates.
“I didn’t come to college just to
be here, I came to contribute,” Medic
said. “I hope (my teammates) get more
aggressive because of me, or they just
want to do better because of something
I did.”
Despite the improvement in play
and mental approach,the Salukis remain
focused on the future, something born
out of necessity rather than choice,
junior libero Kristy Elswick said.
“You get back (from the tournament) and you don’t really dwell on if
you won or you lost,” Elswick said. “It
is straight back to what do I have to do
now, practice, or school work or eating
and sleeping.”
Justin Stofferahn can be reached at 536-3311
ext. (282) or jstoff@siu.edu.
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VOLLEYBALL, page 15: The Saluki volleyball team
looks to change its mental approach
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Senior
quarterback
Nick Hill
looks to
throw a pass
against Quincy
University
during
Thursday’s 5914 victory over
the Hawks.
Hill threw for
1,721 yards
last season.
R YAN R ENDLEMAN
D AILY E GYPTIAN

Salukis pound Hawks
“
When we’re in the game, any one of us can work it. That’s
the kind of depth we have right now.

— Larry Warner
junior running back

Hill, Randle help on way to win
Scott Mieszala
DAILY EGYPTIAN

After an offseason full of practice
and team scrimmages, it was time
for the SIU football team to put it all
together.
And that’s what the Salukis did in
defeating the Quincy Hawks, 59-14
Thursday night.
“It was fun,” SIU senior running
back John Randle said. “It was fun to
get out there and play the first game.
We were really excited about this first
game and our offense played really
well today.”
Senior returner Craig Turner
kicked the Salukis season off in fine

fashion. Turner returned the opening
kick off for 59 yards to give quarterback Nick Hill and company good
field position. Randle would finish the
drive off with a one-yard touchdown
run nearly five minutes into the game.
The Hawks responded with a five
minute, eight second drive of their
own, highlighted by an five-yard
touchdown scramble by quarterback
Craig Moore to tie the game 7-7.
After a 24-point run by the Salukis,
which saw Hill complete his first
touchdown of the season, the Salukis
headed into the half with a comfortable 31-7 lead.
See WIN, Page 14

Four running backs share the load
Sean McGahan
DAILY EGYPTIAN
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Senior Running back John Randle is brought down by two Quincy
defenders during the season’s opening game Thursday. Last season
Randle was SIU’s second leading rusher with 489 yards and four
touchdowns on 96 carries.

Four Saluki running backs were in
a rush to prove themselves Thursday
in SIU’s 59-14 season opening victory
over Quincy.
A balanced Saluki rushing attack
saw four different backs record at
least 36 yards on the ground and one
touchdown each. Though starter John
Randle carried the majority of the load
with 132 yards and two scores on 18
attempts, he was given a break early on
in the performances of junior backups
Larry Warner and Deji Karim.

Randle, a senior, said he appreciated the rest.
“We showed our offense can feature a lot of different backs and we also
got a lot of other guys carries,” Randle
said. “They got in there and did their
thing tonight, so that was exciting for
me to watch everybody else get to play,
knowing they got my back.”
The coaching staff also showed
confidence in the younger runners,
giving Warner and Karim touches
early in the second quarter when it was
still a close contest.
See BACKS, Page 14

NO. 12 SIU 59, QUINCY 14
Thursday, at McAndrew Stadium
SIU (1-0) 14 17 7 21 — 59
Quincy (0-1) 7 0 7 0 — 14
SIU Individual stats
RUSHING — John Randle 18-132, Naji
Shinskia 4-48, Deli Karim 9-46
PASSING (comp.-att.-yards int. TDs)
— Nick Hill 13-18-174 0 2
RECEIVING — Alan Turner 4-59, Jabril
Lewis 3-26, Damian Sherman 2-41

Quincy Individual stats
RUSHING — Corey Williams 6-44, Ben
Marron 4-38, L. Patterson 8-34
PASSING (comp.-att.-yards int. TDs)
— Craig Moore 5-11-54 1 0
RECEIVING — Corey Williams 4-18,
Chris Jenkins 3-32, M. Duckworth 2-19

TEAM STATS

SIU

1st downs
27
Rushes-yards
44-278
Passing yards
202
Comp.-Att.-Int.
15-21-0
Return yards
147
Punts-Avg.
0-0
Fumbles-lost
0-0
3rd down eﬃciency 4/6
4th down eﬃciency 1/1
Penalties-yards
6-55
Possession
27:44

SCORING SUMMARY
MARY
1st QUARTER
SIU-Quincy
SIU 10:28 Randle 1-yd run: 7-0
Quincy 05:20 Moore 5-yd run: 7-7
SIU 02:42 Lewis 12-yd pass from Hill: 14-7

2nd QUARTER
SIU 13:05 Warner 1-yd run: 21-7
SIU 08:43 Turner 14-yd pass from Hill: 28-7
SIU 03:07 Daugherty 21-yd ﬁeld goal: 31-7

3rd QUARTER
Quincy 07:48 Marron 1-yd run: 31-14
SIU 04:41 Randle 2-yd run: 38-14

4th QUARTER
SIU 14:11 Karim 11 yd fumble recovery: 45-14
SIU 05:06 Karim 3 yd run: 52-14
SIU 02:18 Shinskia 2-yd run: 59-14

Quincy
14
39-138
100
14-23-1
89
4-158
6-1
4/13
2/4
9-55
32:16

